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Chapterr  10 

Thee moralit y of euthanasia 

10.11 The legal status of euthanasia 

InIn this chapter an exercise in applied ethics will be conducted. The idea of 

thee exercise is twofold. On the one hand, I intend to "apply" my theory of 

morall dilemma to actual practical problems. I am interested in which, if 

any,, practical purposes the theory serves.1 On the other hand, I mean to put 

myy theory of moral dilemma to the test of practice. Would an exercise in 

appliedd ethics lead to me to abandon, or at least revise, my theory? In brief, 

thee idea of the exercise in applied ethics is for my theory of moral dilemma 

too influence and be influenced by actual practical problems. This, of course, 

iss the idea of a reflective equilibrium.2 

Thee area of applied ethics we will enter is medical ethics, and the 

problemss we shall discuss are problems of euthanasia. Our focus will be on 

thee Dutch debate. 

InIn order to be able to conduct this excercise in applied ethics, I have to 

supplementt my theory of moral dilemma with normative ethics, in 

additionn to the account of agent-neutral and agent-relative reasons we have 

seenn in section 2.3. In particular, I need to give my opinion about the 

connectionn between euthanasia and the duty of beneficence (section 10.2), 

respectt for autonomy (section 10.3) and the values of life (section 10.4). This 

^Seee section 1.4. 
^Seee chapter 8. 
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supplementationn will amount to a philosophical theory of euthanasia. By 

thiss I mean a theory that answers the question about the morality of 

euthanasia.. What justifies euthanasia morally? 

Inn the Netherlands, the euthanasia debate revolves around the law, around 

thee issue what the law is (to be) on euthanasia. It is significant that the most 

influentiall participant is a health care lawyer: Leenen. In view of this, it is 

bestt to introduce the debate by a brief discussion of the legal status of 

euthanasia.3 3 

Itt needs to be noted right away that there is a discrepancy between the 

Dutchh definition of euthanasia and that of the rest of the world.4 In the 

Netherlands,, euthanasia stands for terminating a person's life on his 

request.request. Everywhere else, it means terminating a person's life in his 

interest.interest.55 In other words, according to the Dutch only voluntary, and not 

non-voluntary,, euthanasia is really euthanasia. 

InIn this chapter, I will work with the narrower definition. In principle, I 

havee no objection to the wider definition, however. Why not circumscribe 

terminatingg the life of a severely defective newborn baby as euthanasia? But 

terminatingg a person's life should be regarded as euthanasia only if it is 

performedd on his behalf -whether this is interpreted in terms of his request 

orr his interest, or both. Euthanasia is meant to be a good or rather the least 

worst 66 death. That is why I object to Harris' description of economic 

measuress taken by the government in the area of health care provision as 

'thee government's euthanasia programme'.7 I object to this, even though as 

aa result of these decisions resources are lacking to continue or prolong 

patients'' lives. 

Itt seems to me that many people have the idea that the Dutch have 

legalisedd euthanasia. I am not so sure. As we have just seen, we should 

distinguishh between voluntary and non-voluntary euthanasia. The legal 

statuss of voluntary euthanasia is clearer than that of non-voluntary 

euthanasia.. The difference is that there is a case of voluntary euthanasia -to 

whichh I will come back below- that will not be prosecuted, while there exists 

noo such case of non-voluntary euthanasia. The law concerning non-

3Forr a discussion at length, see Leenen (1994), ch. 11 and Griffiths (1998), ch. 3. 
4Too a large extent, this is due to Leenen; e.g. Leenen (1994), p. 266. 
5Forr instance, Beauchamp and Davidson (1983), pp. 447-8. 
6Wee owe this term to Battin (1994). 
7 Hamss (1985), pp. 85-6. 
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voluntaryy euthanasia is in statu nascendi. ̂ As for voluntary euthanasia, 

theree is reason to believe that it is legal, although, while some sources of 

laww indicate this, others do not, as I will show now. 

Firstt and foremost, the Dutch Criminal Code renders voluntary 

euthanasiaa a serious offence. According to article 293, 'a person who takes 

thee life of another person at that other person's express and earnest request 

iss liable to a term of imprisonment of not more than twelve years or a fine 

off the fifth category'. The legal foundation is respect for human life, in the 

terminologyy I will use: the non-personal aspect of the value of life. Though 

aa serious offence, euthanasia is a lesser form of homicide than for instance 

murderr (article 289). The legislator has taken into account that, due to the 

person'ss 'express and earnest request', it cannot be considered to be an 

assaultt on that person. Euthanasia is a "victimless" crime. 

Whyy do people nevertheless have the idea that euthanasia is legal? Some 

doo because it has happened that physicians have been discharged, even 

thoughh they had taken 'the life of another person at that other persons 

expresss and earnest request'. This is not untrue. They have been discharged 

onn the basis of the defence of necessity. That is, on the basis of article 40 of 

thee same Criminal Code, which provides that a 'person who commits an 

offencee as a result of a force he could not be expected to resist is not 

criminallyy liable'. In particular, according to the courts these physicians had 

actedd due to a conflict of duties.9 However, this does not establish a 

differencee between euthanasia and other offences. In principle, the defence 

off necessity is available in case of all offences. 

Otherss have the idea that euthanasia is legal since with respect to this 

offencee all forms of legal discretion have been exercised that Dutch law 

offers.. I have especially in mind the prosecutors' discretion not to prosecute 

(articlee 167 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). Also relevant are the 

discretionn of the courts to impose a light punishment (with a minimum of 

onee day or five guilders), to partly or wholly suspend a sentence and, finally, 

too find a defendant guilty but not impose punishment (articles 9a, 10, 14a 

andd 23 of the Criminal Code). However, this does not imply that euthanasia 

iss legal. On the contrary, the discretion exists only if it is an offence. For a 

8II confine myself to referring to Griffiths (1998), pp. 119-39. 
9Forr example, Hof 's-Gravenhage 11 september 1986, NJ {Nederlandse Jurisprudentie) 
1987,, 608. 
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personn who is "suspected" of an act that is not against the law cannot be 

prosecutedd and sentenced at all. 

Inn spite of all this, there is reason to believe that euthanasia is legal in the 

Netherlands.. For the courts have developed general requirements for a 

successfull defence of necessity.10 Moreover, these requirements have been 

codified,, albeit in an unorthodox way. 

II am referring to the so-called requirements of careful practice. We can 

distinguishh between procedural and substantive requirements. One 

procedurall requirement is that a doctor should not report death due to 

euthanasiaa as a "natural death". The substantive requirements primarily 

concernn the patient's request and his condition. The request must be 

explicit,, voluntary and well-considered, and the condition an unbearable 

andd hopeless suffering. If these (substantive) requirements are met, I speak 

off a standard case of euthanasia. 

Ass said, the requirements of careful practice have been codified. That is to 

say,, around the requirement that doctors should not report death due to 

euthanasiaa as a "natural death" a reporting procedure has been built in the 

Laww on the Disposal of Corpses and an accompanying Order in Council. 

Furthermore,, pursuant to this legislation a form is issued including a list of 

so-calledd points requiring attention, which largely correspond to the 

requirementss of careful practice. 

Doess this change of the Law on the Disposal of Corpses amount to an 

exceptionn to the Criminal Code? In other words, do the points requiring 

attentionn have an informative or normative character? A doctor who 

reportss a death due to euthanasia has to supply information on these points. 

Thiss indicates that they are informative, i.e. they define the contours of a 

successfull appeal to necessity. This is the position of the Christian 

Democraticc Appeal (CDA), which was a government party at the time the 

laww was changed. However, the other government party, the Labor Party 

(PvdA),, took the position that the points requiring attention are normative. 

Thee law allows the standard case of euthanasia.11 

Too sum up, in the Netherlands the legal status of euthanasia is 

surroundedd with a great deal of indeterminacy. It is telling that over the 

yearss various legislative proposals have been presented and that this did not 

10Mostt important are HR 27 november 1984, NJ 1985, 106 (the Schoonheim case) and HR 
211 jurii 1994, NJ 1994, 656 (the Chabot case). 
i : 5eee Den Hartogh (1995), pp. 177-8. 
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comee to an end in 1993, with the change of the Law on the Disposal of 

Corpses.. The most recent bill, which emanates from the current 

government,, stems from 1998.12 

Lett us zoom in on this bill now, so as to arrive at the main theme of this 

chapter,, the morality of euthanasia. The bill makes a straightforward 

exceptionn to the Criminal Code. The question that uncovers that theme asks 

whatt morally justifies this exception. The bill continues to penalise 'a 

personn who takes the life of another person at that other person's express 

andd earnest request'. However, it decriminalises 'the termination of life . . . 

carriedd out at a patient's express and earnest request because of a hopeless 

emergencyy situation, that he is in, by a physician'. The physician ought to 

meett a number of requirements, one of wrhich is that he ought to 'be 

convincedd that the patient's request is voluntary and well-considered'. 

Itt is worth noting that the bill demands a hopeless emergency situation, 

whilee the requirements of careful practice and points requiring attention 

demandd unbearable and hopeless suffering. So it seems that one of the 

objectss of the bill is to create a new standard case of euthanasia. But we may 

bee deceived. The intention of the bill is to allow euthanasia, not only in case 

off hopeless and unbearable suffering, but also in case of loss of human 

dignity.1 33 However, the Supreme Court has interpreted hopeless and 

unbearablee suffering as encompassing loss of human dignity, in the 

SchoonheimSchoonheim case. Thus, 'hopeless emergency situation' and 'unbearable 

andd hopeless suffering' could well be synonyms. Anyway, one of the 

consequencess of my own theory of euthanasia, as will emerge in subsection 

10.3.2,, is that the distinction between the standard case and other cases of 

euthanasiaa is problematised. 

Ass for the question what morally justifies the bill's exception to the 

Criminall Code, two answers leap to mind. It could be the condition of the 

patientt or it could be his request. In other words, it may be the doctor's duty 

off beneficence or respect for the patient's autonomy. The first answer is Den 

Hartogh's14 ,, the second is mine. The bulk of this chapter is structured as a 

discussionn between him and me. 

AA third answer would be that, while apart beneficence and autonomy are 

necessaryy conditions, together they form a sufficient condition for legitimate 

12Cf.. the "Van Boxtel Bil]" (1998), pp. 570-1, which is identical. 
13Cf.. the Van Boxtel BUI (1998), pp. 575-6. 
^Exceptt where otherwise specified, I am referring to Den Hartogh (1996a). 
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euthanasia.. That is to say, the demand of a hopeless emergency situation 

restrictss respect for autonomy: not every autonomous request for 

euthanasiaa can be acceded to. And the demand of an explicit, voluntary and 

well-consideredd request limits the duty of beneficence: euthanasia cannot be 

performedd every time this is in the patient's interest. However, if 

euthanasiaa is morally justified, this is because of both beneficence and 

autonomy,, because of the patient's condition as well as his request.15 

Iss this the proverbial golden mean? On the face of it, it is not, for it unites 

thee objections to both alternative theories of euthanasia in itself. In brief, 

thesee objections are that neither beneficence, nor autonomy can be the 

morall justification of euthanasia. But we will have reason to reconsider the 

thirdd aswer below. 

Lett me point out that no philosophical theory of euthanasia underlies 

thee bill. Rather, it denies itself each answer, it seems. For it cannot refer to 

thee doctor's duty to beneficence, since it declares that for euthanasia there is 

noo medical indication and no medical-professional standard. Euthanasia is 

nott normal medical practice and it does not fall within the medical 

exception,, i.e. it is not treatment that if given on medical grounds and in a 

medicallyy sound fashion is not subjected to criminal law. Euthanasia is not 

aa matter of medicine, but of ethics and law.16 However, it seems that the bill 

cannott appeal to respect for autonomy either, for, beside an explicit, 

voluntaryy and well-considered request, it requires a hopeless emergency 

situation,, as we saw. The question is why?17 

10.22 The duty of beneficence 

Myy goal in this section is to discuss a powerful argument that the duty of 

beneficencee is not able to morally justify euthanasia. This argument can be 

l DThiss is Jacobs' answer, in his 'Euthanasia in the Netherlands and in principle' 
(unpublished). . 
I6Cf.. the Van Boxtel Bill (1998), p. 573. The hand of Leenen is clear; see Leenen (1994), 
pp.. 278-9. 
17Thee philosophical superficiality of the bill is characteristic of the Dutch euthanasia 
debate.. For example, the Dutch Society for Voluntary Euthanasia (NVVE) is now 
arguingg for more than twenty-five years for the legalisation of euthanasia. But it has 
neverr produced profound philosophical foundations; see e.g. Schraven (1998), pp. 143-51. 
AA notable exception is Den Hartogh. I will try to follow in his footsteps here. 
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attributedd to Leenen. To begin with, let me indicate how to place this 

discussionn in the Dutch debate on euthanasia. 

Denn Hartogh maintains that there is a dominant view on the morality of 

euthanasia,, among health care lawyers such as Leenen and other advocates 

off euthanasia such as the NVVE. On this view, the moral justification of 

euthanasiaa rests on respect for autonomy. I doubt that this is an accurate 

picture,, but I will not go into that now; see subsection 10.3.1. Let me just 

notee that at least Den Hartogh is right not to impute this view to physicians 

orr their associations.18 

Furthermore,, Den Hartogh holds that he has developed an alternative 

vieww on the morality of euthanasia. On this view, the moral justification of 

euthanasiaa lies in the duty of beneficence, specifically in the duty of 

compassion.compassion. Again, I doubt that this is an accurate picture, even though I 

acknowledgee that Den Hartogh might merely mean that he has contributed 

too the development of the view in question. For Kuitert, a theologian 

whosee involvement in the euthanasia debate stems from the beginning of 

thee eighties, has already written that autonomy is not, has never been and 

willl not be the reason to perform euthanasia. Instead, this is a medical-

professionall reason. Thus, not the patient's request, but the doctor's 

professionall judgment ultimately justifies euthanasia.19 

Denn Hartogh's strategy is twofold. On the one hand, he attacks the 

dominantt viewr as he argues that respect for autonomy cannot morally 

justifyy euthanasia. This is the subject of the next section. On the other hand, 

hee defends his own view where he claims that the duty of beneficence can 

bee the moral justification of euthanasia. This is the subject of this section. 

Wee must make a distinction now between the general duty of 

beneficencee and the medical-ethical duty of beneficence. The general duty of 

beneficencee is the duty one person could have, under circumstances, to 

promotee another person's well-being. For example, if a small child falls into 

aa canal, you can expect to have a duty to save it. The medical-ethical duty of 

beneficencee is the duty of a doctor to promote the welfare of his patient. 

Normally,, if a doctor can save a patient's life by operating him, he is obliged 

too do so, for example. 

Heree we are concerned with the medical-ethical duty of beneficence. This 

iss shown by the fact that, if we would be concerned with the general duty of 

18Seee KKMG (Royal Dutch Medical Association) (1995), pp. 14-6. 
19Kuitertt (1993), pp. 64-6. See also Spreeuwenberg (1981), pp. 250-4. Cf. Bok (1975), p. 3. 
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beneficence,, we would be unable to explain why it is widely held that only 

doctors,, and not nurses, may perform euthanasia (or there must be a 

practicall reason I do not know of).20 However, we will see in subsection 

10.3.44 that one of the consequences of my theory of euthanasia is that this 

differencee between doctors and nurses is problematised. 

Accordingg to Beauchamp's and Childress authoritative companion of 

medicall ethics, Principles of Biomedical Ethics, the whole of medical ethics 

cann be derived from four principles. One of these principles is the principle 

off beneficence, the others are the principles of non-maleficence, justice and 

respectt for autonomy. What is more, the principle of beneficence sees to the 

aimm as well as the justification of medicine. It is to promote the welfare of 

pa t i en t s . 2 11 This goes to show that we must not think of the duty of 

beneficencee too lightly here. 

Still,, there is a powerful argument that it cannot produce the moral 

justificationn of euthanasia. This argument consists of two premises. The 

firstt premise is a dogma of Dutch health care law. This could be called 

Leenen'ss dogma. For he has supported it vigorously from the first version 

off his companion of health care law, in 1978, to the last, in 1996.22 

Inn short, Leenen's dogma says that doctors ought to make their decisions 

aboutt treatment on the basis of the medical-professional standard. This 

standardd abstracts from the quality of life of (individual) patients. Doctors 

shouldd not and cannot judge the quality of life of their patients. 

Inn Leenen's view, the medical-professional standard is able to abstract 

fromm qualitv-of-life judgments because it is defined by medical-scientific 

knowledgee and the experience of the medical profession. In particular, there 

iss medical treatment if the following two conditions are fulfilled: there is a 

medicall indication, that is the treatment is a means to a medical end, and 

thee treatment is given in a medically approved manner.23 

Accordingg to Leenen, there are two reasons why the medical-professional 

standardd has to abstract from quality-of-life judgments, a moral one and a 

methodologicall one. The moral reason is that doctors should not judge the 

qualityy of life of their patients. This is because no one is good enough to 

judgee someone else's quality of life. The methodological reason is that it is 

20Seee e.g. the Van Boxtel Bill (1998), p. 575. 
21Beauchampp and Childress (1989), pp. 15 and 194-6. 
22Leenenn (1978), pp. 238-45 and (1996), pp. 32-42. 
23Leenenn (1996), pp. 32 and 34, for example. I am aware that this is not particularly 
helpful. . 
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impossiblee for doctors to judge the quality of life of their patients. This is 

impossiblee because quality of life is a notion that cannot be made 

operational.. We are unable to judge a person's quality of life. A fortiori, we 

aree unable to generalise quality-of-life judgments. This is due to the fact that 

aa person's quality of life is determined by many, often subjective, factors, 

suchh as her character and view on life.24 

Thee second premise of the argument establishes the connection between 

Leenen'ss dogma, on the one hand, and euthanasia, on the other hand. The 

connectionn is that, if doctors would take decisions whether to perform 

euthanasiaa or not by means of the principle of beneficence, they could not 

abstractt from the quality of life, especially the meaning of life, of their 

patients.. This is because, although they are in otherwise similar positions, 

onee person may welcome every single new day, whereas another person 

mayy curse it. Imagine a person who lives for her family. Despite the 

'hopelesss emergency situation' she is in, she may desire to continue living 

ass long as she can. However, for a person who is fond of her body physical 

deteriorationn may induce her to a explicit, voluntary and well-considered 

deathh wish. Thus, as for euthanasia -as opposed to other "treatments", at 

leastt in Leenen's view- it is vitally important who the patient is. 

Thee conclusion of the argument is that, as according to the first premise 

thee medical-professional standard abstracts from quality-of-life judgments 

andd according to the second premise in case of euthanasia quality-of-life 

judgmentss cannot be abstracted from, there is no medical-professional 

standardd for euthanasia. And so there is no medical indication for 

euthanasiaa and no medically approved way of performing it. We must say, 

too put it briefly, all the sorts of things that the most recent bill regarding 

euthanasiaa says, as we have seen in the last paragraph to the previous 

section,, and that is why I suspected that the bill endorses the argument 

underr discussion. In other words, the conclusion of this argument is that as 

euthanasiaa is not medical treatment, it is impossible for a doctor to perform 

itt in his capacity of a doctor, and so the (medical-ethical) duty of beneficence 

cannott generate the moral justification of euthanasia. 

But,, as I indicated earlier, Den Hartogh defends the view that it can. 

Thus,, he has to attack this argument, especially Leenen's dogma -the other 

partss of the argument look self-evident. 

24E.g.. Leenen (1985), pp. 153-6. 
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Leenen'ss dogma is attacked by medical ethicists such as, in chronological 

order,, Musschenga, Jacobs and Den Hartogh.25 Their central thought is, if I 

understandd them well, that medical treatment is justified because it 

promotess a patient's quality of life, and that it is justified insofar as it 

promotess a patient's quality of life. In view of this, a doctor ought to make 

hiss decisions about medical treatment on the basis of a judgment about the 

qualityy of life of his patient. As a rule, this judgment is implicit. It is a 

properr assumption that, if medical treatment is possible, it is desirable. 

Normally,, pneumonias ought to be cured. However, there are exceptions to 

thiss rule. Then, a doctor cannot escape from passing an explicit quality-of-

lifee judgment on his patient. Such exceptions arise with the question of so* 

calledd medically futile treatment.26 This is treatment that, if initiated or 

continued,, could keep a patient alive longer, but is nonetheless futile. 

Oughtt a pneumonia be cured in a patient at an advanced stage of cancer? 

Suchh a question can only be answered on the grounds of an explicit quality-

of-lifee judgment. A positive answer means that the patient has sufficient 

qualityy of life left, a negative answer that he has not. 

Iff this attack on Leenen's dogma would be successful, this would show 

thatt there is no principled difference between euthanasia and other medical 

treatments.. They all require quality-of-life judgments. The duty of 

beneficencee could then morally justify euthanasia in the same way as it does 

otherr medical treatments. 

Butt is this attack on the dogma successful? Leenen himself defends it as 

follows.. To begin with, he shares the medical ethicists' central thought: 

medicinee is aimed at quality of life.27 Still, he insists that medical decisions 

cann be taken on purely medical grounds. As for decisions about medically 

futilee treatment, there are three criteria. First, the treatment does not 

contributee to the solution of a medical problem or the maintenance or 

improvementt of the patient's medical condition. Second, the treatment 

doess not bear a proper proportion to its end. Finally, a certain minimum 

levell cannot be reached anymore. And decisions about whether or not these 

criteriaa are met are medical decisions. The medical-professional standard 

25Musschengaa (1987a), Jacobs (1991) and Den Hartogh (1992). 
26Soo the battle about Leenen's dogma is not fought over euthanasia. Illustratively, Den 
Hartoghh regards the duty of beneficence as the moral justification of euthanasia, 
Musschengaa respect for autonomy (Musschenga (1987b), p. 159), and Jacobs both. 
27Thiss may seem a truism. Yet, some believe that a doctor is a medical mechanic, that 
hee carries out repairs on humans like a mechanic does on machines. 
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applies.. In other words, Leenen says that quality of life is not a criterion for 

medicallyy futile treatment. To be precise, and this is of the utmost 

importancee here, he says that quality of life is not an independent criterion. 

However,, it can be relevant as a "bound factor". He supposes that quality of 

lifee will regularly be relevant to the question whether the patient is still able 

too achieve a minimum level, for example.28 

Timee has come to evaluate the argument under discussion. My own 

vieww is that it cannot be maintained. Leenen's specifications of his dogma 

aree concessions. They are concessions that signify the collapse of his dogma. 

Seemingly,, the medical ethicists are absolutely right when they say that 

doctorss cannot avoid making quality-of-life judgments, either implicitly or 

explicitly.. I do not understand what difference it could make that these 

judgmentss decide about the use of medical treatment in an indirect way, 

andd not in a direct way. This would lead me to the conclusion that the 

professionall duty of beneficence could morally justify medical euthanasia. 

Apparently,, we suppose that doctors can and may decide on medical 

treatment,, including possible medically futile treatment, on the basis of 

judgmentss about the quality of life of their patients. Why could we not 

supposee the same with regard to euthanasia? 

However,, it is one thing to say that the duty of beneficence can be the 

morall justification and quite another thing to say that it is the best moral 

justificationn of euthanasia. In my view, it is not, not because it cannot, but 

forr reasons that have to do with respect for autonomy, as I will explain 

below. . 

Ass I just said, the argument under discussion does not hold. Yet, there is 

ann element of truth in Leenen's methodological and moral objections to the 

usee of the notion of quality of life in medicine. I will not go so far to say, as 

hee does, that a doctor cannot and should not assess the quality of life of his 

patient,, if only because it now seems that he must. As for Leenen's 

methodologicall objection, a quality-of-life judgment need not be subjective, 

inn the sense that a doctor can only project his own desires and interests onto 

hiss patient. As Leenen underlines himself, quality of life is determined by 

28Leenenn (1994), pp. 308-13. I am not sure what Leenen means by quality of life being a 
boundd factor rather than an independent criterion. He refers to Sutonus. According to 
Leenen,, Sutonus claims that, whereas free value judgments do not belong in medicine, 
boundd value judgments do. Such judgments are bound by the patient in question as well as 
hiss situation and bound by the medical profession, that is related to the goals of 
medicine;; Leenen (1994), p. 310nl25. Of course they are, everyone can agree-
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many,, often subjective, factors. A doctor has to take these factors into 

account.. As a result, a quality-of-life judgment can be sufficiently objective. 

Ass for Leenens moral objection, I am certain that there is a morally 

acceptablee way for a doctor to convey a quality-of-life judgment to his 

patient. . 

Nevertheless,, it is problematic that doctors cannot get round making 

explicitt quality-of-life judgments. This is because knowledge about quality of 

lifee differs from medical knowledge such as how to cure a pneumonia. 

Thus,, all other things being equal, the more it can be avoided that doctors 

mustt make explicit quality-of-life judgments, the better. In the present 

context,, this is a weighty consideration. For, perhaps, if not the duty of 

beneficence,, but respect for autonomy would be the moral justification of 

euthanasia,, doctors could evade explicit quality-of-life judgments, at least in 

casee of euthanasia. 

10.33 Respect for  autonomy 

10.3.11 The dominant view 

Inn the previous section, I have said that I doubt whether it gives an accurate 

picturee to say, as Den Hartogh does, that there is a dominant view on the 

moralityy of euthanasia, that this is the view that the moral justification of 

euthanasiaa lies in respect for autonomy, and that this view is shared by 

healthh care lawyers and other advocates of euthanasia. 

Onee reason to doubt this is that Den Hartogh himself is ambiguous about 

thee dominant view. Is it the view that euthanasia is morally justified solely 

byy the patient's request, i.e. irrespective of her reasons for it?29 Or is it the 

vieww that euthanasia is morally justifiable if the patient's request is based on 

thee belief that her life has no value anymore?30 These are different views, 

forr it is possible to request "euthanasia", while knowing that one's life lost 

itss value only temporarily, if, for example, one lies in agony in the dentist's 

chair.. Or is the dominant view that euthanasia is morally justified if the 

patientt requests it and her life has lost its value indeed?31 This third view 

29Denn Hartogh (1995), p. 180. 
30Denn Hartogh (1996a), p. 150. 
31Denn Hartogh (1994), p. 211. 
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differss from the second view, for it is possible that one believes that ones 

lifee has no value anymore when in fact it has. Imagine a disaster happens to 

youu which makes you think that your life is without value. However, it 

mayy be possible to have therapy, so as to leave the past behind.32 

Forr now, let me define the view that the moral justification of 

euthanasiaa lies in respect for autonomy as the view that the moral 

justificationn of euthanasia runs through the concept of autonomy, through 

thee patient's request. (I will expand on this in the next subsection. A 

questionn waiting to be answered is: what are the conditions for an 

autonomouss request?) In other words, it is not the view that the moral 

justificationn of euthanasia (also) derives from the concept of beneficence, 

fromm the patient's condition. For that would be the view that the moral 

justificationn of euthanasia rests on the duty of beneficence, of course. 

Thee main reason to doubt that Den Hartoghs picture is accurate is that 

thee health care lawyers and other advocates of euthanasia he refers to do not 

seemm committed to the view that the moral justification of euthanasia runs 

throughh the concept of autonomy, and not through that of beneficence. This 

iss because they appeal not only to the patient's request, but also to his 

condition.. Let us look at the material Den Hartogh bases his case on. 

Sporkenn and Roscam Abbing are two early participants of the Dutch 

debatee on euthanasia (late sixties, early seventies). Sporken invokes respect 

forr autonomy as he claims that euthanasia may not be performed without 

thee consent or rather the request of the patient. The opinion of the doctor 

and /o rr the relatives that the patient's life has lost its meaning fails to 

warrantt the conclusion that it is in her interest to die. But Sporken appeals 

too the patient's condition too. He stipulates that euthanasia comes up for 

discussionn only if the patient suffers so much that it is becoming 

increasinglyy more difficult to die with dignity.33 And Roscam Abbing 

invokess respect for autonomy as he claims that people have a basic right to 

decidee on their own lives and that this includes, in principle, the right to 

physician-assistedd suicide34. But Roscam Abbing appeals to the patients 

conditionn too. He stipulates that the right to assistance with suicide is 

32Cf.. the Chabot case (in which this was an issue); for an eyewitness account see Chabot 
(1993). . 
33Sporkenn (1969), p. 222. 
34Thee Dutch treat euthanasia and assistance with suicide the same-
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amenablee to all kinds of limitations. It is out of the question, for example, if 

thee patient would cause herself harm.35 

Twoo legislative proposals for euthanasia are the proposal of the State 

Commissionn on Euthanasia (1985) and the proposal of the NVVE (1996).36 

Bothh propose a new article 293. It remains an offence to terminate 'the life of 

anotherr person at that other person's express and earnest request'. In this 

way,, respect for autonomy is taken into account. However, according to the 

Statee Commission this act 'is not punishable if the termination of life is 

performedd by a doctor in the context of careful treatment on a person who is 

inn a hopeless emergency situation', while according to the N W E it is not 'if 

donee by or in close consultation and cooperation with a doctor in the 

contextt of careful treatment, and the person concerned is suffering 

unbearably'.. In this way, the patient's condition is brought in. 

Finally,, Leenen's argument for the legalisation of euthanasia is also full 

off references to both respect for autonomy or, as he calls it, self-

determinationn and the patient's condition. Curiously, his starting point is 

respectt for life. According to him, respect for life does not coincide with 

respectt for biological life. Respect for life extends to respect for humanness, 

inn all its aspects. Humanness exceeds biological life. To a large extent, it is 

alsoo determined by spiritual and ethical values. Respect for biological life 

onlyy could result in inhumanity. Respect for life therefore includes respect 

forr self-determination and human dignity. What does respect for life mean 

att the end of life? According to Leenen, it implies that a human being 

shouldd be able to die as dignified as possible, in a way that preserves his 

autonomyy as much as possible. It means that a doctor releases his patient 

fromm her suffering if this is what she wants.3738 

Wee can conclude that if this material contains a dominant view, it states 

noo more than that, beside the patient's request, his condition such as loss of 

dignityy is relevant to the morality of euthanasia. The question is why? This 

iss the question the debate on the moral justification of euthanasia should be 

about.. As yet, none of the answers I will consider is ruled out. This I will 

demonstratee now. 

35Roscamm Abbing (1972), pp. 16-7. 
36Bothh are printed in Griffiths (1998), pp. 314-6 and 318-20. 
37Leenenn (1994), pp. 261-2. 
3 8 Maybe ,, Leenen himself would say that his argument for the legalisation of 
euthanasiaa is based on respect for autonomy (only). He is a champion of respect for 
autonomyy in medicine. This is shown, for example, by his valediction; Leenen (1990), pp. 
10-11 and 23-4. 
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Onn the one hand, the requirement that the person who requests 

euthanasiaa is in a certain condition might indicate that beside autonomy 

beneficencee is relevant to the morality of euthanasia. This can be interpreted 

inn two distinct ways. The first interpretation, which is Den Hartogh's, is that 

thee moral justification of euthanasia is generated by beneficence alone, 

whilee autonomy produces a side-contraint39 that forbids involuntary 

"euthanasia",, i.e. terminating a person's life against her will in spite of the 

factt that this would be in her interest. This interpretation will be evaluated 

inn subsection 10.3.4. The second interpretation, which I have outlined in 

sectionn 10.1, is that only together beneficence and autonomy are a sufficient 

conditionn for legitimate euthanasia, while apart they are just necessary 

conditions. . 

Onn the other hand, autonomy might still be able to morally justify 

euthanasiaa on its own. There are two different explanations of why the 

patientt nevertheless "needs" to be in a certain condition. My own 

explanationn would be that this is due to the values of life; see section 10.4. 

Thee alternative explanation is that a request for euthanasia is only 

autonomouss if the patient bases it on the fact that she is in a particular state, 

andd to this topic -the conditions for an autonomous request- we turn now. 

10.3.22 The concept of autonomy 

Theree is an obvious argument against respect for autonomy as the moral 

justificationn of euthanasia. It is that respect for autonomy entails respect not 

onlyy for good but also for bad decisions. In the context of euthanasia, this 

impliess that doctors respect requests for euthanasia, irrespective of whether 

theyy are made on good or ill grounds. Thus, they would be morally justified 

too accede to good as well as bad requests. Surely, this result is undesirable. 

Wee do not want our doctors to kill people if they do not have good reasons 

too die. However, if a bad decision does not suffice to empower a doctor to 

performm euthanasia, a good decision does not either. After all, the quality 

(i.e.. outcome) of decisions is irrelevant to respect for autonomy. So respect 

forr autonomy better not be the moral justification of euthanasia. 

39II borrow this term from Nozick, see Nozick (1974), pp. 28-33. 
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Myy aim in this subsection is to discuss why this argument is obvious, but 

mightt be harmless in practice; discussion of why it is harmless in theory has 

too be postponed until section 10.4.40 

Thee argument is obvious because, in the Netherlands, health care 

lawyerss have established a formal or procedural concept of autonomy. A 

decisionn by a patient, notably the consent to or refusal of medical treatment, 

iss autonomous if he is a competent individual. Competence is explained in 

termss of certain decision-making capacities. In particular, the patient should 

bee able to understand and communicate as well as to reason and 

deliberate.411 In other words, it is not a substantive concept of autonomy. It is 

nott so that a decision by a patient is autonomous if it has a certain content. It 

needd not be taken for good reasons.42 

Itt is noteworthy that this is supported by a liberal concept of autonomy.43 

Thiss can be found in the works of Frankfurt and G. Dworkin. They have 

hierarchicall theories, as they make a distinction between two levels of 

reflection.. In Frankfurt's terms, this is the distinction between first-order 

desires,, on the one hand, and second-order desires, on the other. First-order 

desiress are desires to perform or not to perform a certain action, say the 

desiree to smoke. A second-order desire is a desire that refers to a first-order 

desire,, say the desire not to have the desire to smoke. Frankfurt 

distinguishess between second-order desires that are desires to have a certain 

first-orderr desire and those that are desires for a certain first-order desire to 

formm the will. The difference between a desire sec and the will is that the 

willl is effective, i.e. it motivates the agent all the way to action. The latter 

second-orderr reasons Frankfurt calls second-order volitions.44 

Ass G. Dworkin puts it, the full formula of autonomy consists of 

authenticityy and procedural independence. Authenticity means that the 

agentt identifies with his desires, i.e. his first-order desires are consistent 

withh his second-order volitions; to be precise, the agent has the capacity to 

questionn whether he identifies with his desires. And procedural 

40Denn Hartogh does not make use of it, or at least not directly; see subsection 10.3.3. 
4 :Seee Van de Klippe (1990), p. 131, Legemaate (1992), p. 192, Dillman and Legemaate 
(1992),, p. 834, Berghmans (1993), pp. 72-3 and KNMG (1997), pp. 48-9. Cf. Buchanan and 
Brockk (1989), ch. 1. 
42This,, more Kantian, concept of autonomy is argued for by Wijsbek, m Wijsbek (1996). p. 
1117.. And Manschot pleads for a Socratic concept of autonomy, m Manschot (1992), pp. 
15-99 and (1994), pp. 109-13. 
43Seee Chrisrman (1989) for the overview of the debate on autonomy I have used. 
44Frankfurtt (1971), pp. 7-10. 
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independencee implies that the agent's process of identification is genuinely 

hiss own, instead of being subverted by, for example, hypnotic suggestion.45 

Thee reason Frankfurt's and G. Dworkin's concept of autonomy is liberal 

iss that their formula of autonomy does not predicate the content of the 

autonomouss agent's desires. They can have any particular content. As a 

result,, the agent need not identify with his desires for good reasons. There is 

aa contingent relationship between a person's autonomy and his interest: 

excercisingg his autonomy may be conducive to his interest, while it may just 

ass well be not.46 

Too recapitulate, the obvious objection to seeking the moral justification 

off euthanasia in respect for autonomy is that a consequence would be that a 

doctorr can perform bad "euthanasias" and that we do not want that. This is 

duee to the fact that the Dutch assess a patients competence in a formal way, 

basingg themselves on a liberal concept of autonomy. It militates against 

suchh a concept to cop out and weigh a patient's reasons for a decision. A 

doctorr ought to respect a patient's decision, regardless of its quality.47 

Thoughh obvious, I have said, this objection might be harmless. This is 

becausee it is hard to imagine that a request for euthanasia can really be 

autonomouss if it is based on ill grounds, for example the "patient" lost his 

dog.. Competence in matters of life and death can only express itself in a 

goodd decision, I suspect. This is not to apply a substantive test for autonomy. 

Thee quality of a decision does not determine whether the decision is 

autonomous.. However, it indicates that the procedural requirements are 

nott met. Thus, if a person aks a doctor to kill him as his dog ran away, there 

iss reason to believe he lacks understanding.48 

Nevertheless,, if respect for (procedural) autonomy would be chosen as 

thee moral justification of euthanasia, the distinction between the standard 

casee of euthanasia and other cases of euthanasia collapses, as I said it would 

inn section 10.1. Remember that the standard case of euthanasia is the case 

thatt a doctor performs euthanasia at a patient's explicit, voluntary and well-

consideredd -in one word: autonomous- request, in view of his hopeless and 

unbearablee suffering -if you like: hopeless emergency situation. This 

distinctionn collapses, for hopeless and unbearable suffering may not be the 

45Dworkinn (1988), pp. 15 and 18. 
46Frankiurtt (1971), pp. 14-7 and Dworkin (1988), p. 29. The same is true on Feinberg's 
view,, see Femberg (1986a), pp. 57-62. 
47Forr a similar remark concerning suicide see Jacobs (1985), pp. 22-3. 
48Cf.. Den Hartogh (1996a), pp. 155, 160 and 164. 
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onlyy good reason for requesting euthanasia. More precise, there may be 

otherr circumstances in which the patient can pass the test of procedural 

competence.. Other such circumstances may be the prospect of hopeless and 

unbearablee suffering, in case of AIDS or cancer, and the prospect of severe 

dementia,, in case of Alzheimer's disease49, and being tired of living, 

throughh with life, in case of a very elderly person. My point is that if the 

morall justification of euthanasia is chosen to be respect for autonomy, it is 

impossiblee to lay down in advance the circumstances a doctor can perform 

euthanasiaa in. I will come back to this where I discuss narrative identity, in 

subsectionn 10.3.4.50 

10.3.33 Volenti non fit iniuria 

Inn this subsection, I will undertake to refute Den Hartoghs arguments 

againstt what he calls the dominant view. These arguments purport to show 

thatt respect for autonomy cannot morally justify euthanasia. 

Ass Den Hartogh presents it, his main argument is that the dominant 

vieww is ultimately based on the principle volenti non fit iniuria, that is no 

wrongg is done to the consenting person. This is due to the fact that on the 

dominantt view, according to Den Hartogh, the right to life is absolute, i.e. 

noo one may dispose of someone else's life. However, the right to life is 

alienable,alienable, in the sense that one can transfer ones right to life to someone 

else.. Moreover, the right to life is exercisable: one may dispose of ones own 

lifee as one likes, for better or for worse. One may kill oneself, even though 

thiss would in fact be, say, a cry for help. Now, if one alienates one's right to 

life,, one also transfers the right to exercise it. In this way, one can authorise 

someonee else to kill one. Ex hypothesi, no wrong was done to a patient who 

iss killed after having requested euthanasia.51 

Denn Hartogh gives two reasons for believing that the volenti-principle 

breakss down under this burden. Suppose that you make a bet with your 

enemy.. You will toss a coin. Heads will mean that you obtain his fortune, 

tailss that he acquires your right to life. According to Den Hartogh, that this 

49Thesee categories differ because a demented person does not suffer, for he has no self 
anymore;; see Battin (1994), ch. 7. 
50Thee practical relevance of the theoretical difference between respect for autonomy 
andd the duty of beneficence, fading in the previous paragraph, is restored m this one. For 
euthanasiaa on the non-sick and non-suffering cannot be morally justified by means of the 
dutvv of beneficence, let alone by Den Hartogh s duty of compassion. 
51Denn Hartogh (1996a), pp. 150-1. 
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contractt would be morally and legally void shows that one cannot "simply" 

decidee to give one's life away and therefore that the right to life is not 

alienable.522 However, my suggestion would be that the iw/eMfz-principle is 

nott at stake here. After all, no harm is involved in the mere placing of the 

bett (as opposed to one of its possible consequences). My suggestion is that 

thee reason why neither morality nor law endorses such a contract is that is 

soo offensive. 

Thee other reason is that according to Den Hartogh the right to personal 

freedomm and the right to bodily integrity are inalienable. For example, it is 

impermissiblee to assault a person even with his consent. Thus, a doctor is 

nott empowered to amputate his patient's leg by the mere request. According 

too Den Hartogh, this proves that the right to life is inalienable too, because if 

onee cannot "just" waive the right to bodily integrity, the same is true of the 

rightt to life, since life is more precious than bodily integrity (or personal 

freedom).533 As I see it, Den Hartogh again confuses two distinct liberty-

limitingg principles. The first is the harm to self principle, which says that 

one'ss liberty can be limited to prevent that one harms oneself; the second, 

thee offense principle, says that it can be limited to prevent that one is 

offensivee to others.54 I am of the liberal view that, in principle, one may 

disposee of one's right to personal freedom or bodily integrity if no offense to 

otherss is involved, irrespective of whether it implies harm to self. Thus, 

volentivolenti non fit iniuria. 

Itt might be thought that this argument is unavailable to Den Hartogh 

anyway.. This is because if the right to life is inalienable, euthanasia cannot 

bee morally justified at all, not even on the basis of the duty of beneficence. 

However,, this is a non sequitur, as Den Hartogh points out himself. Part of 

thee meaning of a right is that it protects a good, for example the right to 

bodilyy integrity protects bodily integrity and the right to life life. If one does 

nott have an interest anymore in the protected good, one's right -to be 

precise,, the corresponding duty of others- ceases to exist. This means that if 

itt is in one's interest that one's leg is amputated, as otherwise gangreen wrill 

spreadd through one's body, one's consent can authorise a doctor to perform 

52Denn Hartogh (1996a), pp. 153-4. 
53Denn Hartogh (1994), p. 212 and (1996a), p. 154. 
54See,, for example, Feinberg (1986b). 
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thatt operation. In the same way, if it is in one's interest to die, one's request 

cann empower a doctor to give euthanasia.0D 

Lett me make an attempt to resuscitate Den Hartogh's argument. 

Standardly,, respect for autonomy is conceived as respect for someone else's 

decisionss in the sense that one does not intervene with them, regardless of 

theirr quality. Here, however, respect for autonomy means, not that the 

doctorr does not intervene with his patient's decision to die, but that he 

executesexecutes this decision: he has to kill him. This slack we should try to 

capitalisee on. Thus, the patient has to provide the doctor with the moral 

powerr to execute his request for euthanasia. To that end, he has to alienate 

hiss right to life. However, as the right to life is exercisable, this would imply 

thatt the doctor can dispose of the patient's life. He can then do the same 

thmgss with it as the patient could, that is both good and bad things.D6 

Myy argument against this is as follows. Suppose you own a piece of land 

thatt you want to give your neighbour the right to cross. For this purpose, 

youu do not have to alienate your piece of land, not even the part of it you 

wantt your neighbour to have the right to cross. Instead, you can give him 

rightt of way. Similarly, to authorise his doctor to perform euthanasia, a 

patientt need not proceed to alienating his right to life. Instead, he can 

confinee himself to giving the doctor the right to exercise his right to life for 

him.. In other words, the right to life is not necessarily absolute. In my 

scenario,, one retains the right to life, while someone else obtains a limited 

rightt to dispose of one's life, limited, that is, in accordance with ones own 

decisions.57 7 

Denn Hartogh's second argument against the dominant view draws on the 

standardd conception of respect for autonomy as non-interference with 

others'' decisions. In his terms, respect for autonomy calls into being 

negativee duties (duties to omit) only, and no positive duties (duties to act). 

However,, a doctor may have the moral duty to perform euthanasia, a 

55Denn Hartogh (1992), p. 112. However, a problem Den Hartogh still has to solve is that 
havingg no interest in life is not synonymous with having an interest in death, i.e. that it 
iss in one's interest to die. This is due to the possibility of being indifferent to life 
Moreover,, it mav be in one s interest to die, although one still has an interest in life. I am 
referringg to the person who has the prospect of, for example, severe dementia. 
56Thiss is the -indirect- way in which Den Hartogh still makes use of the argument we 
havee discussed in the previous subsection. 
-7Ass Leenen puts it, one's basic rights cannot turn against oneself, including the right to 
life;; Leenen (1988), pp. 33-4. 
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positivee duty that is. We can therefore conclude that respect for autonomy 

cannott be the moral justification of euthanasia.58 

Thiss argument is flawed in more than one respect. First of all, we are not 

arguingg about whether a doctor can have a moral duty to perform 

euthanasia.. Instead, we are arguing about whether a doctor can have a 

morall permission to perform euthanasia. In all modestv, our concern is 

howw such a permission is justified best. Moreover, it is false that respect for 

autonomyy does not bring into being positive duties, because it does. An 

examplee in medical ethics would be the doctor's duty to inform his patient. 

Hee has to inform him about the medical treatment he intends to give, so as 

too enable the patient to consent to or refuse this treatment in an 

autonomouss way. Apart from this, there is a general worry about whether a 

categoricall distinction between acts and omissions can be upheld. After all, 

everyy act can be described as an omission,, and the other way round; e.g. the 

actt of doing A is the omisssion of noi-A, and vice versa.59 

Finally,, Den Hartogh claims that the dominant view is contradicted by the 

Dutchh law on euthanasia. As we have seen in section 10.1, doctors can 

successfullyy appeal to necessity in the sense of a conflict of duties, if they 

wouldd be prosecuted for euthanasia, at least in the standard case. Now, Den 

Hartoghh claims that it is impossible to contruct a conflict of duties by means 

off respect for autonomy, for if the right to life is alienable and exercisable, a 

doctorr does not violate his patient's right to life by executing his request for 

euthanasia.. Furthermore, in the Chabot case the Supreme Court has 

declaredd that the conflict is between the values of life, on the one hand, and 

thee doctor's duty of beneficence, in particular the duty to relieve suffering, 

onn the other hand.60 

Myy counter-argument is this. The Chabot case is better interpreted as a 

recognitionn of the value of autonomy, for it concerns a woman who was not 

sickk and so not a patient.61 But it is understandable that the Supreme Court 

ll 88DenDen Hartogh (1995), p. 181 and (1996a), p. 164. 
D9Denn Hartogh could improve on this argument by distinguishing between positive 
dutiess to enable a person to make an autonomous decision, on the one hand, and positive 
dutiess to carry out a person's autonomous decision, on the other hand. Mv example is a 
positivee duty of the former sort, whereas the duty to perform euthanasia is one of the 
latter.. However, I do not see why it should be a matter of principle that respect for 
autonomyy does not create positive duties to cam' out a person's autonomous decision. 
60Denn Hartogh (1995), pp. 181-2 and (1996a), pp. 166-7. 
61 '[T]hee principled basis on which Dutch euthanasia law rests seems with the decision 
inn the Chabot case to have taken a hesitant step awav from the doctor-centered 
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didd not mention respect for autonomy as one of the conflicting duties. After 

all,, in rendering euthanasia a lesser form of homicide than for example 

manslaughterr (article 287), the legislator has already taken the express and 

earnestt request' of the "victim" into account. 

Moree importantly, Den Hartogh overlooks the difference between a 

morall conflict and a legal conflict. A legal conflict is a situation in which the 

laww protects two goods that cannot be protected both. In case of euthanasia, 

theree certainly is a legal conflict. Beside whatever good turns out to be 

involvedd in performing euthanasia, the law protects the non-personal 

valuee of life, as I said in section 10.1 -not the personal one as Den Hartogh's 

argumentt presupposes.62 It remains to be seen whether there is a moral 

conflictt too. For this, I refer to section 10.5. 

Oddlv,, presupposing that life merely has personal value, on Den 

Hartogh'ss view euthanasia would not involve a conflict either. This is 

becausee on his view the doctor's duty of beneficence just leads to euthanasia 

iff the patient's life has no personal value anymore.63 So when it comes to 

recognisingg euthanasia as a (genuine) conflict Den Hartogh's view and the 

dominantt view are in an equally bad position.64 

10.3.44 The values of autonomy 

Inn this subsection, I would like to explain why I prefer the view that the 

morall justification of euthanasia lies in respect for autonomy to Den 

Hartogh'ss view that it rests on the duty of beneficence. In order to explain 

this,, I am going to set side by side the importance of autonomy on Den 

Hartogh'ss view and the values of autonomy according to him. 

Ass we saw in subsection 10.3.1, on Den Hartogh's view autonomy is still 

relevant,, because it produces a side-constraint against involuntary 

euthanasia.. Moreover, it is important because a patients autonomous 

decisionss are a source of knowledge for a doctor. They inform him about 

approachh that has dominated legal development up to now and toward giving 
somewhatt greater weight to the principle of autonomy (Griffiths f 1998), p. 153). 
6 2However,, Schalken argues that in case of euthanasia there is no legal conflict: 
Schalkenn (1995), pp. 73-9. 
63Denn Hartogh (1995), pp. 179-80 and (1996a), p. 156. 
6 4Or,, rather, thev are in an equally good position. For Den Hartogh also claims that 
euthanasiaa does not involve a conflict whatsoever. There is one norm. This is that the 
laww allows (the standard case of) euthanasia, in Den Hartogh (1995), pp. 177-9. 
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whatt is in the patient's interest.65 Beside this, Den Hartogh could say -I am 

nott sure that he does- that what is in a person's interest is constituted, 

partly,, by what that person autonomously wants, i.e. it is in his interest that 

hiss autonomy is honoured. 

Ass for the values of autonomy, respect for autonomy contributes to a 

person'ss welfare. This is because, generally, a person knows best himself 

whatt is in his interest. Thus, respect for autonomy gives one a better life. 

Second,, respect for autonomy maintains a person's authenticity, his 

narrativee identity. For he makes his own decisions. So respect for autonomy 

givess one a life of one's own. Third, respect for autonomy makes one a 

person,, so to speak. This is because one can direct one's own life, instead of 

beingg ruled by others, as an object. Respect for life therefore gives one a life 

too live to begin with.66 

Myy reason for preferring the view that the moral justification of 

euthanasiaa lies in respect for autonomy to Den Hartogh's view is simply 

that,, if respect for autonomy is so valuable indeed, with regard to such a 

seriouss affair as euthanasia, it should be more important than a side-

contraint,, it should be the justification.67 

Off the values of autonomy 'narrative unity' plays a dominant role with 

regardd to euthanasia. Often, the reason why people request euthanasia is 

thatt their biographical life is ending, while their biological life would 

continue.6 88 At least, this is the case if the "patient" wants euthanasia in 

circumstancess such as I mentioned in subsection 10.3.2. For example, the 

reasonn why people ask for euthanasia in the face of the prospect of severe 

dementiaa is that they wish not to become a different person as they used to 

be.6 99 However, there is no need to group all reasons for a request for 

euthanasiaa together under the heading of narrative unity. The welfare 

argumentt plays a role concerning the standard case. After all, in that case the 

patientt is already suffering hopelessly and unbearably. 

Notee that writh respect to euthanasia the values of autonomy play their 

roless in a peculiar way. Let us take the welfare argument as an example. To 

6 5Denn Hartogh (1996a), p. 164. 
6 6Denn Hartogh (1996a), pp. 151-3; cf. Frankfurt (1971), pp. 17-20, Feinberg (1986a), pp. 
31-44,, Dworkin (1988), pp. 29-33, Christman (1989), pp. 18-9, Buchanan and Brock (1989), 

D.. 29-40. 
Thee Dutch seem to acknowledge this; see for empirical evidence Van Holsteyn and 

Trappenburgg (1996), pp. 145-8. 
6 8Wee owe these terms to Rachels; Rachels (1986), pp. 24-7. 
69Cf.. the title of Wijsbek (1996). 
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venturee a 'philosophical" remark, no welfare can be won by death., only 

miseryy can be lost, but, once it is lost, there is no one to have lost it, as the 

personn who w7as in misery is dead. 

InIn order to accentuate autonomy, it is better to advocate assistance with 

suicidee than euthanasia. In case of euthanasia, of course the doctor 

terminatess the patient's life, w7hereas in case of assistance with suicide this is 

donee by the patient himself, wrhile the doctor provides him with the 

appropriatee means. Assisted suicide has more advantages. Because a doctor 

doess not have to terminate the patient's life himself, assistance with suicide 

iss less of a burden on him.70 Furthermore, one may hope to curb 

overzealouss doctors this way.71 

Ass I said in section 10.1, one of the consequences of my viewT on the 

moralityy of euthanasia is that the distinction here between doctors and 

nursess is problematised. By this I mean that since it is not the duty of 

beneficencee that is the moral justification of euthanasia, there is no 

principledd difference between doctors and nurses. Further, what is to be 

advocatedd is not euthanasia but assisted suicide, and this is something that 

nott only doctors but also nurses (or even pharmacists and their assistants) 

shouldd be capable of doing. 

10.44 The values of lif e 

Inn the previous sections, we have discussed what morality has to say in 

favourr of euthanasia. However, that is only one side of the matter. The 

otherr side is what morality has to say against euthanasia. This we will 

discusss in this section In other words, we have seen, I will suppose from 

noww on, that in some cases there are moral reasons for performing 

euthanasia.. Are there also moral reasons against performing euthanasia in 

thesee cases? If so, euthanasia would only be morally justified when the 

reasonss in favour override (defeat) these reasons against. That is why this 

questionn is relevant to our issue, the morality' of euthanasia. 

Judgingg bv the Dutch debate, morality has very little to say against 

euthanasia.. Opponents of euthanasia primarily appeal to the so-called 

•• ^That euthanasia (and assisted suicide) involves a burden is proven bv, for example, 
Chabott (1993.) and (1996), Keizer f1994) and Pool (1996). 
71Seee Griffiths (1998), pp. 111-4; cf. Battin (1994), ch 12. 
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slipperyslippery slope argument. This keeps it open whether there are morally 

justifiedd cases of euthanasia (which is why it is not a moral argument}. 

However,, the slippery slope argument purports to show that, if we tolerate 

thatt euthanasia is performed in some cases, it follows that it is also 

performedd in other cases in which we do not accept it. In particular, 

allowingg voluntary euthanasia leads to the practice of non-voluntary 

euthanasia.. Opponents of euthanasia see this happening in the Netherlands 

already.72 2 

Abroad,, however, there is a grim moral debate on euthanasia. A good 

examplee is Harris' and Finnis' exchange of papers.73 Harris presents a liberal 

accountt of euthanasia which says that euthanasia is morally and should be 

legallyy permitted. According to him, '[i]f the harm of ending a life is 

principallyy a harm to the individual whose life it is and if this harm must 

inn turn be understood principally as the harm of depriving that individual 

off something that they value and want, then voluntary euthanasia will not 

bee wrong on this account'.74 But Finnis issues a philosophical case against 

euthanasia.. According to him, euthanasia is morally impermissible because 

humann bodily life is 'not merely instrumental good, but an intrinsic and 

basicc human good'.73 

Now,, this is a thought I wish to pursue. To be precise, I wish to pursue 

thee thought that morality has to say against euthanasia that euthanasia 

violatess respect for life. 

Interestingly,, wre have encountered 'respect for life' before, however as 

ann argument for rather than against euthanasia. This was in subsection 

10.3.1,, where I explained Leenen's view on euthanasia. We saw there that 

hiss view is that respect for life means respect for humanness in all its 

aspects,, including self-determination and human dignity, so that, 

ultimately,, it is not respect for self-determination but respect for life that 

supportss euthanasia. R. Dworkin goes even further. What he says boils 

downn to the claim that his argument for euthanasia 'can . . . best be 

understoodd as a special application of his general commitment to the 

sanctitysanctity of life'.76 

7 2Seee for a tenacious defence of the slippery slope argument, applied to the 
Netherlands,, Keown (1995a), ch. 16, and for an illuminating attack Feinberg (1992), ch. 
11. . 
73Pnntedd in Keown (1995b), pp. 6-71. 
7 4 Hamss (1995), p. 10. 
75Finniss (1995), p. 32. 
76Dworkinn (1993), p. 215 (my italics). 
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Thesee are both amusing examples of sophistry. It is one of tricks of a 

lawyerr to change his confrere's arguments in his own direction. This time 

thee trick cuts both ways. To be sure, it robs the opponents of euthanasia of a 

veryy important argument. But, at the same time, Leenen and R. Dworkin 

deprivee themselves of the possibility of seeing that morality tells against 

euthanasiaa too. As a consequence, they could not recognise euthanasia as a 

genuinee conflict or dilemma. And this is of interest, as I will show in the 

nextt section. 

Soonerr or later, I must face a big question here. Why respect life? Looking 

behindd this moral imperative to the values that back it up, as I usually do77, 

thiss question can be reformulated. What are the values of life? In my 

answer,, I make a distinction between personal value and non-personal 

value.. I am sure that life can have personal value, i.e. that life can have 

valuee for the person who lives it. This is because life is associated with 

pleasantt experiences and with interests worthy of consideration. 

Butt I am insecure about whether life also has non-personal value. My 

intuitionn is that it has. In particular, my intuition is that a human being, 

suchh as a newborn baby, who does not have pleasant experiences and 

interestss worthy of consideration or, more precise, who lacks the capacity to 

assesss these experiences and interests as such, has the same moral standing 

ass a human being who possesses this capacity. Obviously, this intuition 

requiress a theoretical account. A major issue this account has to address is 

whyy the life of a newborn baby has non-personal value, while the life of a 

fetuss has not, or if the latter has too, why the life of an embryo or a zygote or 

ann unfertilised egg, which is all human life, have not. 

Thus,, my intuition that, in some cases, human life has non-personal 

valuee requires a theoretical account. I apologise that I cannot offer such an 

accountt here. Allow me just to note that I am drawn to a secular account, 

andd not a religious one; I do not believe that life is a gift from God, for 

instance.. Furthermore, this secular account is unable to destroy the 

intuitionn that a newborn baby has the same moral standing as a person 

whosee life has personal value. I therefore reject accounts according to which 

thee life of a newborn baby only has non-personal value because it has 

Thiss habit stems from section 2.2. 
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relationall value due to its biological and cultural relationship with some 

concreteconcrete others, such as its mother.78 

Ass said, the thought I wish to pursue here is that morality tells against 

euthanasiaa as euthanasia conflicts with respect for life. In other words, the 

valuess of life generate moral reasons against performing euthanasia. As a 

consequence,, euthanasia is morally justified only if respect for autonomy 

(and/orr the duty of beneficence) overrides respect for life. I am of the 

opinionn that the reasons against euthanasia can be overridden by the 

reasonss for euthanasia. This is the case if the personal value of a patient's 

lifee has decreased. At any rate, it is the case if personal value is practically 

absent.. If ever, this is when the patient is suffering unbearably and 

hopelessly.. It need not be wrong after all to demand that the patient is in a 

hopelesss emergency situation as the most recent bill on euthanasia in the 

Netherlandss does, as we have seen in section 10.1. 

Soo on my view the patient's condition matters to the morality of 

euthanasia,, even though the moral justification of euthanasia is based on 

respectt for autonomy. It matters because the decrease of the patient's interest 

inn life is a necessary condition for legitimate euthanasia. It would be a 

mistakee to think that the patient's condition is relevant to the morality of 

euthanasiaa on my view because it is a reason for performing euthanasia, in 

otherr words because it is part of the moral justification of euthanasia. I do 

nott appeal to the duty of beneficence whatsoever. Thinking this would be 

thee same mistake as thinking that if there is, for example, war in Croatia 

asylumm seekers have reason to stay in the Netherlands, so that if there is no 

warr in Croatia they have reason to go back. Schematically, the mistake is: if 

actionn A is permissible in circumstances C, then C is a reason for A. 

Thiss is my explanation of why euthanasia is morally justified in the 

standardd case. I have suggested, in subsection 10.3.2, that a patient can make 

ann autonomous request for euthanasia, not only if he is suffering 

unbearablyy and hopelessly, but also in other circumstances such as the 

prospectt of severe dementia. On my view, this means that in these cases 

respectt for autonomy counts in favour of euthanasia, that there are moral 

reasonss for performing euthanasia. Nothing more, nothing less. It does not 

showw that euthanasia is morally justified in these cases, for respect for life 

78Cf.. Den Hartogh (1993), pp. 30-4 and (1997), pp. 58-62. For a discussion of this point, 
seee Zwart (1995,, pp. 126-30, Den Hartogh (1996b), pp. 398-409 and Zwart (1996), pp. 
410-15. . 
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countss against euthanasia. Moreover, it counts against euthanasia in a more 

pressingg way than in the standard case, because in these cases not only the 

non-personall value but also the personal value of life is involved. We may 

assumee that one's personal value of life is decreased if one is informed 

aboutt the prospect of severe dementia, but one can still have pleasant 

experiencess and interests worthy of consideration. I will say a few words 

moree on these cases in the next section. 

Finally,, I started by saying that the view that the moral justification of 

euthanasiaa lies in respect for autonomy as well as the duty of beneficence, 

whichh I called the 'third answer', unites the objections to both alternative 

theoriess in itself. These objections are that neither beneficence, nor 

autonomyy can be the moral justification of euthanasia. Now that we know 

thatt these objections are wrong, we have reason to reconsider the third 

answer.. One argument against it is that it does not lead to the right results. 

Euthanasiaa could only result from a doctor-patient relationship, while we 

havee seen that the person who performs eeuthanasia, or rather assisted 

suicide,, need not be a doctor and, more importantly, the person who 

requestss euthanasia not a patient. A more principled argument against the 

thirdd answer is that it assumes that the doctor and the patient relate to each 

otherr like parties to a contract, so that both have to have "consideration" (as 

Englishh contract law says) for their "euthanasia-contract" to be valid. 

However,, the doctor-patient relationship is different. The patient should be 

att the centre of attention, for he is the one who is principally concerned. 

10.55 Between theory and practice 

Inn this section, I wish to draw a conclusion concerning the interaction 

betweenn theory and practice that has been brought about here, that is to 

determinee the impact of my theory of moral dilemma upon our discussion 

off euthanasia, and the other way round. Secondarily, I would like to argue 

againstt theories of euthanasia by means of my theory of moral dilemma. 

Lett us begin with the impact of my theory of moral dilemma upon our 

discussionn of euthanasia. As we have seen, this theory argues for, among 

otherr things, the possibility of genuine conflict and dilemma and the 

compromise-modell of the resolution of conflict. These are the tenets of the 

theoryy that have benefitted me most to understand the interplay between 
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thee duty of beneficence, respect for autonomy and the values of life with 

respectt to euthanasia. This can be shown as follows. 

Thee first tenet, the possibility of genuine conflict and dilemma, has 

helpedd me to describe the performance of euthanasia as a course of action 

theree can be reasons for -reasons that spring from the values of autonomy-

whereass it is also a course of action there can be reasons against -reasons that 

originatee from the values of life. Moreover, it made me sensitive to the 

possibilityy that, while the reasons against may be overridden (defeated) by 

thee reasons in favour, they could remain on the scene. In particular, it made 

mee sensitive to the fact that to accept that in some cases euthanasia is 

morallyy justified, as respect for autonomy overrides respect for life, you do 

nott have to defend that in these cases the patient's life need not be 

respected.. You do not have to defend that his life lost its value or meaning, 

or,, even worse, that he is not a person anymore. 

Quitee the opposite is true. This is where the second tenet, the 

compromise-modell of the resolution of conflict, comes in. According to my 

theoryy of euthanasia, also the values of life have roles to play with regard to 

thee moral justification of euthanasia, although respect for autonomy plays 

thee principal role, of course. 

Firstt of all, as for the question which cases of euthanasia are morally 

justified,, this is settled by respect for autonomy and the values of life 

together.. Respect for autonomy produces the justification of euthanasia, but 

thee values of life generate a side-constraint. A doctor cannot accede to every 

autonomouss request for euthanasia. The value of the patient's life has to be 

decreased.. This is the crux of my theory of euthanasia, for it explains why 

thee patient's condition is relevant to the morality of euthanasia, although 

thee moral justification of euthanasia is based on respect for autonomy only. 

InIn the second place, and this is new, what the doctor may do in a case of 

morallyy justified euthanasia is determined by not only respect for autonomy 

butt also the values of life. The first thing to note is that we speak of a moral 

permissionn to perform euthanasia. This can be seen as a true compromise 

betweenn respect for autonomy, on the one hand, and respect for life, on the 

otherr hand. For this sort of permission differs from the sort of permission 

onee has if morality grants one a "moral holiday" in that euthanasia is not a 

morallyy indifferent action. This is why after declining an autonomous 

requestt for euthanasia, in my opinion, a doctor is obliged to refer his patient 

too a colleague. 
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Furthermore,, the so-called rules of careful practice and points requiring 

attentionn that govern euthanasia in the Netherlands, and such rules will 

governn euthanasia wherever the law would allow it, can be regarded as 

expressionss of both respect for autonomy and respect for life. For example, 

thee reason that the rules demand that the doctor does not report euthanasia 

ass a "natural death", that he places himself under public scrutiny, can be 

consideredd to be an expression of respect for life. 

Finally,, I have mentioned in subsection 10.3.4 that, generally, doctors 

experiencee performing euthanasia as a burden. The emotion involved 

seemss to me similar to agent-regret.79 Doctors ought to feel agent-regret 

indeed.. Euthanasia should not become a routine. Again, this is due to the 

valuess of life. 

Lett us move to the impact of our discussion of euthanasia upon my 

theoryy of moral dilemma. Does this discussion bear evidence that genuine 

conflictss and dilemmas are possible as this theory argues? This is a question 

wee have not yet answered. To be sure, we have seen that there can be 

reasonss for and against euthanasia. However, for euthanasia to be a genuine 

conflictt these reasons must be sufficiently strong. They must be 

requirements,, with the character of claims.80 And it remains to be seen 

whether,, while respect for autonomy requires a doctor to perform 

euthanasia,, respect for life puts a claim on him to refrain from doing it. 

Iff euthanasia would be a genuine conflict, it would be a conflict between 

ann agent-neutral reason, on the one hand, and an agent-relative reason, on 

thee other; in other words, it would be a paradigmatic conflict, as I called it in 

sectionn 2.3. In case of euthanasia a doctor has an agent-neutral reason to 

respectt autonomy, for the reason to perform euthanasia is that a certain 

outcomee is established, i.e. that the patient's autonomy is respected; this 

doess not rule out that the doctor's motive for performing euthanasia better 

bee compassion, or at least beneficence. But he has an agent-relative reason to 

respectt life, because there is a deontological constraint on killing the 

innocent.. Especially for a doctor this is morally unthinkable, as it were, since 

hee is supposed to promote the quality of life of his patient. 

Inn order to answer the question whether euthanasia can be a genuine 

conflictt or dilemma, we must make a distinction between the standard case 

off euthanasia and the non-standard cases of euthanasia I have described in 

'"Seee chapter 5. 
80Seee section 2.2. 
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subsectionn 10.3.2. This is because in the standard case, due to the fact that the 

patientt is suffering unbearably and hopelessly, his life has virtually no 

personall value anymore, whereas in the non-standard cases it still has, for 

examplee because the patient "merely" has the prospect of hopeless and 

unbearablee suffering. In view of this, I doubt whether in the standard case 

respectt for life puts a claim on the doctor not to perform euthanasia. Can the 

non-personall value of life effect this on its own? Thus, I doubt whether the 

standardd case is a genuine conflict. If it is, it is an easily resolvable one, in 

favourr of respect for autonomy. However, I am inclined to think that the 

non-standardd cases of euthanasia are not only genuine conflicts, but 

dilemmas.. I am inclined to think that there the agent-neutral respect for 

au tonomyy and the agent-relat ive respect for life const i tu te 

incommensurablee reasons81 . This is because the patient's life still has 

personall value. It may be that the crucial thing here is that because the 

patient'ss life still has personal value the non-personal value of his life 

increases.. It could be that it is especially valuable for us to preserve a 

person'ss life if it is still valuable for him. 

Att last, let us turn to an argument against theories of euthanasia that is 

basedd on my theory of moral dilemma. The point is that a theory of 

euthanasiaa should be able to acknowledge that euthanasia can be a genuine 

conflict,, possibly a dilemma. However, Leenen's and Den Hartogh's 

theoriess of euthanasia fail to do this. It is obvious that Leenen's theory does, 

forr respect for autonomy is not opposed to respect for life, rather the former 

followss naturally from the latter. With Den Hartogh's theory, things are 

moree complex. This theory can recognise the standard case of euthanasia as 

aa genuine conflict between the duty of beneficence, on the one hand, and 

thee non-personal value, in particular relational value, of life, on the other 

hand;; again, it may doubted whether the non-personal value of life is 

importantt enough to require the doctor to refrain from performing 

euthanasia.. However, Den Hartogh's theory cannot acknowledge that the 

non-standardd cases of euthanasia are genuine conflicts or even dilemmas. 

Thiss is not because of respect for life, but because of the doctor's duty of 

beneficence.. As it stands, Den Hartogh's theory has it that with regard to 

euthanasiaa the doctor's duty of beneficence comes into being only if his 

patient'ss life lost all personal value, as we have seen in subsection 10.3.3. 

Seee chapter 6. 




